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Vision

What does a "revitalized" Downtown Fallbrook look like in 2 to 10 years?

Uses, Amenities, and Character

How would you describe the character of Downtown? What should be preserved? What do you

see as new or enhanced?

More open

spaces -

places to

play soccer

Small town

feel and

hospitality

What types of uses in Downtown should be kept? What are new uses that would be beneficial?

Space for

congregating

What kinds of amenities are important to the future of Downtown Fallbrook? How can we attract

visitors, customers, and new businesses?

Public

spaces

and plazas

Are there safety or security concerns at specific locations? What solutions should be explored?

Main Ave has

a 25mph

speed limit

but people

drive faster

Mobility and Parking

What are some of the barriers you face when going Downtown? How do you get there and what

influences that decision?

Missing

sidewalks

and lack of

sidewalks

What could be done to improve other mobility options such as walking, biking, or others? Who do

you think would use those options?

Better

lighting on

Main Ave

What are your experiences with parking Downtown? What works well, and what needs improvement?

Have parking

needs

covered for

now in the

Downtown

Are there private/off-street parking areas that are known to be used by Downtown patrons and other

destinations?

Chamber

lot by the

Library

Activities

that are

low or no

cost

Mirroring the

people that live in

the "downtown"

area (approx. 70%

Latino population)

Walkability

Areas with no

sidewalks at

all - lots of

families walk

to B&G Club

Healthy

and active

community

Safety and

walkability

Historic

buildings

Accessibility to

health and

wellness

resources for

those who do

not have a car

"Avocado

Capital" and

history of

agriculture

Businesses

close very

early, do not

serve local

community

Sheltering the

unsheltered

and services to

support that

population

A lot of

students walk

to school -

improve

walkability

Enhance and

celebrate the

indigenous and

cultural history of

Fallbrook

Local

serving

uses and

businesses

Uses

focused for

families and

children

Co-ops and

people>profit

type

businesses

Culturally

diverse

murals

and art

Consistent

lighting is

lacking

Ensure

accessibility

and cultural

sensitivity

Services and

recognition of

the workers and

Latino

population in

Fallbrook

Pico

Promenade

homelessness

concern

Lighting off of

Main has dark

pockets and

feels unsafe

Traffic

speeds

Homelessness

and other issues

with vacant/

untended to land

at dead end of Ivy

St

Economic

development

and diversity

in businesses

Being able to

walk around the

whole

community and

not just

downtown

Seniors and

those who

cannot drive

would benefit

from better

mobility options

Reflecting

the diversity

and history

of Fallbrook

Cultural

Center -

opportunities

for events, etc

Garden

clubs and

community

gardens

Accessibility

to the Food

Pantry is a

big issue

Uplift hiking

and outdoors

in Fallbrook

community

Lack of

lighting

at night

Feels safer

parking in the

Chamber Lot

with Kids vs.

the street

Preserve or

plan for

parking areas

as Fallbrook

grows

Idea for

Fallbrook

shuttle -

seniors, those

with kids

There are

some large

parking lots

that don't get

used much

Embracing

the diverse

community

Accessibility

of existing

services and

resources

Access to

healthy food

and

community

spaces

Employment

center and

mental health

services

Resources

for families

and

children

Celebrate

indigenous

history of

downtown

Fallbrook - Pico

and Alvarado

Historical

markers and

wayfinding

throughout the

downtown

Support for

Public

swimming pool

at Boys and

Girls club


